Traditional ways of operating in siloed departments are no longer sufficient. If you lack a single, current network view and cannot integrate it across the organization—everything you do becomes more expensive and time consuming.

Is your network model ready for Digital Transformation and Grid Modernization?

A network-based Geospatial Information System (GIS) for electric utilities not only models where the assets are located, but also understands what those assets do in real life and knows how those assets are connected within the grid. This understanding enables tracing algorithms and advanced analytics to model the behavior of those assets in relation to other assets in the network.

With GE’s Smallworld® Electric Office you can drive business outcomes and process maturity with a focus on people, process and data governance needed to manage quality geospatial network model data.

With GE’s integrated software solutions portfolio your connected network model data can be orchestrated across the enterprise, to drive efficiencies in your operations throughout the asset management cycle.

Connect & orchestrate your Network Geospatial Data consistently & confidently throughout your enterprise... get on the path to Network Level Optimization.

Plan
- Up to 20% reduction in planning time

Design
- Up to 15% productivity improvement in design time

Build
- Up to 10-15% increase in as built workforce productivity

Operate
- Up to 30% savings in operational synch time

Maintain
- Up to 10% reduction in customer outage time

Network Geospatial Data
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